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Negative selection plays a key role in the clonal deletion of autoreactive T cells in the

thymus. However, negative selection is incomplete; as high numbers of autoreactive

T cells can be detected in normal individuals, mechanisms that regulate negative selection

must exist. In this regard, we previously reported that CD24, a GPI-anchored glycoprotein,

is required for thymic generation of autoreactive T lymphocytes. The CD24-deficient 2D2

TCR transgenic mice (2D21CD24�/�), whose TCR recognizes myelin oligodendrocyte

glycoprotein (MOG), fail to generate functional 2D2 T cells. However, it was unclear if CD24

regulated negative selection, and if so, what cellular mechanisms were involved. Here, we

show that elimination of MOG or Aire gene expression in 2D21CD24�/� mice — through

the creation of 2D21CD24�/�MOG�/� or 2D21CD24�/�Aire�/�mice — completely restores

thymic cellularity and function of 2D2 T cells. Restoration of CD24 expression on DCs, but

not on thymocytes also partially restores 2D2 T-cell generation in 2D21CD24�/� mice.

Taken together, we propose that CD24 expression on thymic antigen-presenting cells

(mTECs, DCs) down-regulates autoantigen-mediated clonal deletion of autoreactive

thymocytes.
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Introduction

Autoreactive thymocytes are eliminated through apoptosis in a

process termed negative selection. It is generally considered that

negative selection occurs at the double positive (DP) and semi-

mature single positive ((SP), CD241) stages [1, 2]. It is increasingly

clear that medulla epithelial cells (mTECs) known for the expression

of tissue-specific antigens and Autoimmune Regulator (Aire)-

mediated negative selection [3–5]. Aire has been shown to regulate

autoantigen expression in mTECs, thereby shaping autoimmune
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T-cell generation in the thymus [5–7]. In addition to mTECs, DCs

have also been implicated to play important roles in negative

selection [8, 9]. The antigenic signals, presumably mediated by

mTECs and DCs, play pivotal roles in the negative selection of

autoreactive thymocytes. For instance, TCR-mediated activation of

c-Jun NH2-terminal kinase (JNK) pathway is required for the

deletion of DP thymocytes [10–12].

Negative selection has always been considered important in

preventing autoimmunity. Human patients suffering from auto-

immune polyendocrinopathy (APECED) were identified as having a

defective expression of Aire [13, 14]. Similar to human APECED

patients, Aire-deficient mice exhibit autoimmunity in multiple

organs due to diminished negative selection [5, 6]. However,

despite negative selection, significant numbers of autoreactive

T cells can easily be detected [15, 16] and expanded [17]

even in normal individuals. While lack of self antigen expression has

been largely attributed as a key factor [18–20], we have reported

that even T cells specific for P1A, a self antigen expressed in mTEC

[4], can escape clonal deletion [21]. Thus, other than TCR signal-

ing, there must be other mechanisms that actively regulate negative

selection. Investigation of such mechanisms may hold a key to

understanding pathogenesis of autoimmune diseases.

CD24 is a glycosyl-phosphatidylinositol (GPI) anchored cell-

surface glycoprotein [22, 23] and is broadly used as a maturation

marker of thymocytes. Cross-linking of the murine CD24 using

antibodies induced apoptosis of thymocytes [24]. One study

reported thymus atrophy due to CD24 transgenic expression in

thymocytes [25]; however, we demonstrated that transgenic

expression of CD24 in the thymocyte had no effect on the overall

thymic cellularity [26]. More recently, we have reported [27] that

CD24 is required for the thymic generation of myelin antigen-

specific T lymphocytes. The CD24-deficient 2D2 TCR transgenic

mice (2D21CD24�/�) have been found to have atrophic thymi

with a dramatic reduction of CD41CD81 and CD41CD8� thymo-

cytes. In the peripheral lymphoid organs of these mice, mature

2D2 T cells are essentially absent. Since this phenotype was not

observed in mice with transgenic T cells specific for foreign anti-

gen, we suggested that CD24-regulated negative regulation of

autoreactive T cells. However, since the requirement for antigenic

signaling in this model was not demonstrated, it remains possible

that CD24 may regulate T-cell maturation by mechanisms unre-

lated to negative selection. Here, we demonstrate that thymic

deletion of 2D2 T cells in 2D21CD24�/� mice is myelin oligo-

dendrocyte glycoprotein (MOG) antigen- and Aire-dependent.

Restoration of CD24 on DCs, but not on thymocytes was sufficient

to protect autoreactive T cells against clonal deletion.

Results

MOG antigen-dependent deletion of thymocytes in
2D21CD24�/� mice

We have previously generated CD24-deficient 2D2 TCR trans-

genic mice (2D21CD24�/� mice). Compared with 2D21CD241/1

mice, the 2D21CD24�/� mice have dramatically withered thymi

and reduced cellularity. In the peripheral lymphoid organs,

CD24-deficient 2D2 T cells were CD4-negative and were not

functional [27]. Despite the dramatic impacts of CD24 on the

thymic generation of MOG-specific T cells, the generation of OT2

T cells, which are CD4 T cells specific for the foreign antigen OVA,

were not affected by CD24-deficiency. Based on these observa-

tions, we hypothesized that CD24 inhibits autoantigen-mediated

deletion of immature thymocytes. To test this issue, we crossed

MOG-deficient mice [28] with 2D21CD24�/� mice and generated

2D2 transgenic, double knock out mice (2D21CD24�/�MOG�/�).

As shown in Fig. 1A and B, 2D21CD24�/�MOG1/1 mice had

almost completely withered thymi, and their thymi contained

much fewer Va3.21Vb111 (MOG-specific) CD41CD81 and CD41

CD8� thymocytes. In contrast, 2D21CD241/1MOG�/� mice had

normal thymi with large populations of specific Va3.21Vb111,
CD41CD81 and CD41CD8� thymocytes (Fig. 1A and B). 2D21

CD24�/�MOG�/� mice had similar thymic cellularity and

numbers of Va3.21Vb111CD41CD8� thymocytes as that seen

in 2D21CD241/1MOG�/� mice (Fig. 1A and B). We observed a

slightly larger population of Va3.21Vb111CD41CD81 thymocytes

in 2D21CD24�/�MOG�/� mice compared with 2D21CD241/1

MOG�/� mice (Fig. 1B). In the peripheral lymphoid organs,

similar numbers of 2D2 (Va3.21Vb111CD41) T cells were

detected in 2D21CD24�/�MOG�/� and 2D21CD241/1MOG�/�

mice, which was in dramatic contrast to that of 2D21CD24�/�

MOG1/1 mice (Fig. 2A). Splenocytes from 2D21CD24�/�MOG�/�

and 2D21CD241/1MOG�/� mice were fully responsive to MOG

antigen stimulation (Fig. 2B and C), whereas splenocytes from

2D21CD24�/�MOG1/1 mice failed to respond to MOG antigen.

Thus, disruption of the MOG gene completely restored thymic

cellularity and generated functional CD41 2D2 T lymphocytes in

2D21CD24�/� mice.

To determine whether MOG antigen mediates thymocyte

deletion in 2D21CD24�/� mice, we compared the expression of

activation and maturation markers in different subsets of

thymocytes between 2D21CD24�/�MOG1/1 mice and 2D21

CD24�/�MOG�/� mice (Fig. 3A). The double negative (DN) 2D2

thymocytes in 2D21CD24�/�MOG1/1 and 2D21CD24�/�MOG�/�

mice expressed high levels of CD5 and TCR, and thus are matured

thymocytes [29, 30]. At the DN stage, thymocytes from 2D21

CD24�/� mice had higher expression of CD44 and CD5. Expression

of other activation markers was similar between the two types of DN

thymocytes. At the DP and particularly the SP stage, thymocytes

from 2D21CD24�/�MOG1/1 mice had much higher expression

of CD25, CD44 and down-regulated TCR compared with

thymocytes from 2D21CD24�/�MOG�/� mice. Higher Annexin

V-positive cells were also observed in DP and SP thymocytes in 2D21

CD24�/�MOG1/1 mice (Fig. 3B). These results suggest that MOG

antigen-mediated activation and deletion, rather than blockade

of thymocyte development was responsible for the observed

phenotype in 2D21CD24�/� mice.

The thymus atrophy/T-cell deletion phenotype in 2D21CD24�/�

mice suggests that CD24 expression in the thymus provides

protection for MOG antigen-mediated deletion of thymocytes. To
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test this hypothesis, we injected 1mg of MOG 35–55 into each 2D21

CD24�/�MOG�/� or 2D21CD241/1MOG�/� mouse intravenously,

and after 24h, we sacrificed the mice and counted thymocyte

numbers. As shown in Fig. 3C, equal numbers of thymocytes were

harvested from untreated 2D21CD24�/�MOG�/� or 2D21CD241/1

MOG�/� mice. We harvested reduced numbers of thymocytes from

MOG-peptide-treated mice. The thymocytes harvested from 2D21

CD24�/�MOG�/� mice were only 50% of that from 2D21CD241/1

MOG�/� mice. Thus, CD24-deficiency renders thymocytes more

susceptible to antigen-mediated deletion.

Aire-dependent deletion of thymocytes in 2D21CD24�/�

mice

mTECs express tissue-specific antigens/Aire and mediate negative

selection [3–6]. Aire regulates autoantigen expression in mTECs,

thereby shaping autoimmune T-cell generation in the thymus

[5–7]. Although there are conflicting views regarding MOG

antigen expression in the thymus [31–33], one published

report clearly demonstrated that MOG mRNA is present in mTECs

[4]. Since we have clearly demonstrated that MOG antigen

mediates deletion of 2D2 T cells in the thymi of CD24-deficient

mice, it is conceivable to hypothesize that Aire-regulated MOG

expression in mTEC mediates deletion of 2D2 T cells in the absence

of CD24. To test this hypothesis, we have bred Aire�/� mice with

2D21CD24�/� mice and generated 2D21CD24�/�Aire�/� mice.

As shown in Fig. 4A and B, 2D21CD24�/�Aire1/1 mice had almost

completely withered thymi, and their thymi contained much fewer

Va3.21Vb111, CD41CD81 and CD41CD8� thymocytes. In

contrast, 2D21CD241/1Aire1/1 mice had normal thymi with large
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Figure 1. Phenotypic analysis of the thymi in 2D21CD24�/�MOG�/�

mice and controls. (A) Flow cytometry analysis of thymocytes from
mice of three different genotypes. Data from one representative mouse
of each genotype (representing five to six mice per genotype) is shown.
(B) Numbers of thymocyte CD41CD8– and CD41CD81 subsets in mice of
different genotypes. Numbers were calculated based on total thymo-
cytes and percentages of each subset of thymocytes and data shown
are mean1SD of n5 5–6 mice per genotype. Data shown are
representative of three experiments involving over 20mice per group
with similar results. Student’s t-test was used for the statistical
analysis.
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Figure 2. Phenotype analysis of the splenocytes in 2D21CD24�/�

MOG�/� mice and controls. (A) Flow cytometry analysis of splenocytes
from mice of three different genotypes. Data from one representative
mouse of each genotype (representing five to six mice per genotype) is
shown. (B) Proliferation of splenocytes from mice of three genotypes.
1� 106/mL splenocytes were used in the proliferation assay. Data from
one representative mouse of each genotype (representing five to six mice
per genotype) are shown. Mean of counts from triplicate wells are shown.
Three experiments were performed with similar results.
(C) Summary of proliferation assay. Each circle represents stimulation
index from a single mouse. Stimulation index5Counts of MOG (100
mg/mL) stimulated cells/counts of cells in the absence of MOG. Bars
represent median numbers. Data shown are representative of three
experiments involving over 20mice per group with similar results.
Student’s t-test was used for the statistical analysis.
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populations of Va3.21Vb111, CD41CD81 and CD41CD8� thymo-

cytes (Fig. 4A and B). 2D21CD24�/�Aire�/� mice had similar

thymic cellularity and numbers of Va3.21Vb111CD41CD8�

thymocytes as that seen in 2D21CD241/1Aire1/1 mice (Fig. 4A

and B). In the peripheral lymphoid organs, similar numbers

of 2D2 (Va3.21Vb111CD41) T cells were detected in 2D21

CD24�/�Aire�/� and 2D21CD241/1Aire1/1 mice, which was in

dramatic contrast to that of 2D21CD24�/�Aire1/1 mice (Fig. 5A).

Splenocytes from 2D21CD24�/�Aire�/� and 2D21CD241/1

Aire1/1 mice were fully responsive to MOG antigen stimulation

(Fig. 5B and C), whereas splenocytes from 2D21CD24�/�Aire1/1

mice failed to respond to MOG antigen. Thus, Aire gene deficiency

completely restored thymic cellularity and generation of functional

CD41 2D2 T lymphocytes in 2D21CD24�/� mice.

The fact that elimination of Aire, a transcription factor that

regulates tissue antigen expression in mTECs, also rescued

thymus atrophy/T-cell deletion phenotype in the 2D21CD24�/�

mice suggests that Aire-mediated antigen expression in mTECs

plays an essential role in the thymic deletion of 2D2 T cells in the

absence of CD24. To test this possibility, we performed real-time

PCR analysis on MOG gene expression in whole thymic stromal

cells in WT, CD24�/� and CD24�/�Aire�/� mice. As shown in

Fig. 6A, while MOG gene expression in whole thymic stroma of

WT mice were readily detected, MOG gene expression in the

whole thymic stroma of CD24�/� mice were slightly decreased

(�30%) and MOG gene expression in CD24�/�Aire�/� mice was

almost undetectable (410-fold reduction). Since a recent study

[34] has reported that 2D2 T cells also recognize another

neuronal cytoskeletal self antigen, namely neurofilament-M

(NF-M), we tested whether NF-M is expressed in the thymus and

whether its expression is regulated by CD24 and Aire. As shown

in Fig. 6B, we observed a slight reduction of NF-M gene in the

whole thymic stroma of CD24�/� mice (�30%), however, NF-M

gene expression in CD24�/�Aire�/� mice was dramatically

reduced (410-fold reduction). Thus, Aire and CD24 deficiency

regulate the expression of both MOG and NF-M genes in the

thymic stroma.

2D2 T cells fromMOG- and Aire-deficient 2D21CD24�/�

mice are pathogenic

The peripheral 2D2 T cells from 2D21CD24�/�MOG�/� and

2D21CD24�/�Aire�/� mice have very similar levels of TCR
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Figure 3. Expression of activation markers in thymocyte subsets and thymocyte susceptibility to MOG-mediated deletion. (A) Flow cytometry
analysis of CD4 and CD8 expression on thymocytes from 2D21CD24�/�MOG1/1 and 2D21CD24�/�MOG�/� mice. (B) Expression of activation and
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expression, which is higher than 2D2 T cells from 2D21CD24�/�

mice (Fig. 6C). To test whether 2D2 T cells from 2D21

CD24�/�MOG�/� and 2D21CD24�/�Aire�/� mice are patho-

genic, we adoptively transferred purified 2D2 T cells from these

mice to RAG-1�/� mice. The recipient mice were then immunized

for the induction of EAE. As shown in Fig. 6D, RAG-1�/� mice

receiving 2D2 T cells from 2D21CD24�/�MOG�/� and 2D21

CD24�/�Aire�/� mice developed progressive EAE, which was

lethal by week 3 after immunization. No mice receiving 2D2

T cells from 2D21CD24�/� mice developed EAE.

Restoration of CD24 expression on DCs partially
rescues 2D2 T-cell generation in 2D21CD24�/� mice

We have previously found that CD24 expression on thymocytes

alone does not rescue the thymic atrophy/T-cell deletion

phenotype in 2D21CD24�/� mice [27]. To determine whether

CD24 on DCs is required for the generation of functional 2D2

T cells, we have generated CD24 transgenic mice in whom CD24

expression is under the control of CD11c promotor (designated as

DCCD24TG mice) (Fig. 7). CD24 transgene expression was

detected in DCs from transgenic mice as determined by flow

cytometry (Fig. 7A). To determine the exclusive effects of CD24

on DCs in T-cell generation, we bred CD24 transgenic mice with

CD24�/� mice and generated mice with CD24 expression only on

DCs (DCCD24CD24�/� mice, Fig. 7B). Immunostaining of frozen

sections of thymi suggested that in the thymi of DCCD24CD24�/�

mice, CD24 expression was strictly overlapping with CD11c

(Fig. 7C).

To test whether CD24 expression on DCs is required for the

generation of 2D2 T cells, we further crossed DCCD24CD24�/�

mice with 2D21TCD24CD24�/� mice [27] and generated

mice of three genotypes, i.e. 2D21TCD24CD24�/�, 2D21

DCCD24CD24�/� and 2D21CD24�/� (Fig. 8A). As we demon-

strated before [27], restoration of CD24 on thymocytes

failed to rescue the thymic cellularity and failed to generate

Va3.21Vb111CD41CD81 and Va3.21Vb111CD41CD8� thymo-

cytes in the majority of mice. In contrast, expression of

CD24 on DCs restored thymic cellularity and generation

of Va3.21Vb111CD41CD81 and Va3.21Vb111CD41CD8�

thymocytes in about 50% of mice (mostly male mice) (Fig. 8A

and B). In spleens of about 50% 2D21DCCD24CD24�/� mice,

CD41 2D2 T cells were predominant (Fig. 9A) and were fully

responsive to MOG antigen stimulation (Fig. 9B), in

dramatic contrast to that of 2D21CD24�/� mice (Fig. 9B).

In about 18% of 2D21TCD24CD24�/� mice, we observed

improved thymic cellularity and restoration of T-cell

function in peripheral lymphoid organs (Fig. 9B). Thus,

restoration of CD24 expression on DCs, but not on thymocytes

partially cured thymus atrophy/T-cell deletion phenotype in

2D21CD24�/� mice.

Discussion

Negative selection has been shown to play key roles in clonal

deletion of autoreactive T cells in the thymus [3–6]. However,

negative selection is incomplete, as high numbers of autoreactive

T cells can be easily detected [15, 16] in normal individuals.

Mechanisms that can regulate negative selection must exist. In

this regard, we have shown that CD24 signaling may inhibit

negative selection [27]. However, the cellular mechanisms and

the requirement for antigenic signaling in this model were not

fully demonstrated. In this study, we have investigated this issue

by using a series of genetic models, and we have found that the

deletion of MOG antigen-specific T cells observed in CD24-

deficient 2D2 mice is MOG antigen- and Aire-dependent. In

addition, we showed that CD24 expression on DCs could also

contribute to the generation of functional autoreactive T cells.

Based on these observations, we make the following two points

regarding the roles of CD24 in negative selection.

First, CD24 regulates negative selection signaling. We have

found that removal of the cognate antigen, MOG, completely

rescued the thymus atrophy/T-cell deletion phenotype in the
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2D21CD24�/� mice and restored T-cell pathogenicity. This

observation suggests that the deletion of autoreactive thymocytes

in the thymus of CD24-deficient mice is MOG antigen dependent.

Studies [1, 2] have revealed that both DP as well as semi-mature

SP thymocytes are targets of negative selection. The remaining

thymocytes in MOG-positive 2D21CD24�/� mice, particularly

those in DP and SP stage, had enhanced expression of activation

markers, down-regulated TCRs and more prone to apoptosis

(Annexin V1), suggesting that those thymocytes had seen

MOG antigen and were activated. The fact that elimination of

Aire, a transcription factor that promotes tissue antigen expres-

sion in mTEC also rescues T-cell deletion phenotype in the 2D21

CD24�/� mice and restores T-cell pathogenicity, suggests that

MOG antigen expression in mTEC plays an essential role in the

thymic deletion of 2D2 T cells in the absence of CD24. This

conclusion is supported by the finding that in the whole thymic

stroma of CD24�/�Aire�/� mice, MOG gene expression is

essentially undetectable (Fig. 6A). Thus, our data support the

viewpoint that MOG is not only expressed in mTEC, it deletes

specific T cells in the absence of CD24. 2D2 T cells also recognize

NF-M, another neural antigen [34]. Neurofilaments were found

to be expressed in thymic epithelial tumor cells but little in

normal thymic epithelial cells [35]. In this study, we have found

that in the whole thymic stroma of CD24�/�Aire�/� mice, NF-M

gene expression was also dramatically reduced. However, since

NF-M gene expression was not affected in MOG-deficient mice

(Fig. 6B) and MOG-deletion completely restored thymic cellu-

larity and generation of 2D2 T cells, NF-M does not seem to play a

major role in the selection of 2D2 T cells in the thymus.

Because significant numbers of DP cells exist in some 2D21

CD24�/� mice, CD24 does not seem to be blocking the transition

of DN to DP thymocytes. Those DN thymocytes display matured

phenotype by expressing CD5 and TCRs. The reason that DN cells

are not deleted may be due to their lack of co-receptors (CD4/

CD8) and therefore being non-responsive to MOG antigen. Thus,

the requirement for MOG/Aire expression for deletion of 2D2

thymocytes, and the activated phenotype of the remaining

thymocytes in 2D21CD24�/�MOG1/1 mice clearly establish that

deletion of 2D2 T cells, rather than blockade of maturation, is

responsible for the thymus atrophy/T-cell deletion phenotype in

the 2D21CD24�/� mice.

Second, CD24 on thymic APCs plays a key role in regulating

negative selection. mTECs can synthesize peripheral antigens and

thereby are predicted to play a central role in negative selection

[4, 6]. Our previous studies have demonstrated the importance of

radio-resistant TEC in rescuing DP thymocytes, however, CD4 SP

thymocytes were not rescued in BM chimeric mice with CD24

expression only on TEC [27]. In this study, we found that elim-

ination of Aire gene in 2D21CD24�/� mice completely rescued

2D2 T-cell generation. This observation suggests that Aire-medi-

ated expression of MOG in mTEC mediates clonal deletion of 2D2

thymocytes and CD24 inhibits this process. Thus, CD24 on mTEC

is likely to play the most important role in protecting autoanti-

gen-mediated deletion of autoreactive thymocytes. When
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performing real-time PCR analysis, we found that CD24 may

mediate expression of antigen genes in the thymic stroma

(Fig. 6A and B). However, this effect is mild and since 2D21

CD24�/� mouse T cells are depleted by antigen, it is unlikely that

CD24-mediated antigen expression plays a significant role in

negative selection.

In addition to mTEC, considerable evidence exists that periph-

eral antigens can come from the blood, captured and presented by

DCs to immature thymocytes [8, 9]. In addition, DCs can also

acquire tissue antigens from mTEC and cross-present them to

thymocytes to mediate negative selection [36]. Thus, it was

conceivable to speculate that CD24 on DCs can also rescue imma-

ture SP thymocytes from negative selection. Indeed, in this study we

found that restoration of CD24 expression on DCs alone, fully

restored 2D2 T-cell generation and function in about 50% 2D21

CD24�/� mice. Interestingly, we found that 50% 2D21CD24�/�

mice that had corrected phenotype were mostly male mice. It

remains undetermined if CD24 transgene expression in DCs is

higher in male mice or alternatively, male thymocytes are more

susceptible to CD24 protection. In contrast to the protective effects

of CD24 on DCs, restoration of CD24 in thymocytes alone, was

insufficient to rescue 2D2 T-cell generation, as we previously

demonstrated [27]. Since DC expression of CD24 only rescued

T-cell generation in 50% of 2D21CD24�/� mice, we propose that

both mTEC and DCs are required to express CD24 in order for the

full generation of autoreactive T cells.

The collective observation that CD24-deficient mice failed to

generate 2D2 T cells, their dependence on the presence of

cognate antigen/Aire and the role of CD24 on DCs in 2D2 T-cell

generation can be explained by at least two mechanisms. First,

since CD24 on DCs negatively regulates DC response to tissue

injury [37, 38] and since thymus is a site of massive cell death, it

is possible that CD24-deficient DCs may be more potent in

inducing T-cell activation. However, as the comparison for

expression of activation markers on thymic DCs did not reveal a

difference between WT and CD24�/� mice (not shown), this

mechanism is unlikely. Second, it is possible that CD24 on thymic

APCs transmits an inhibitory signal to immature thymocytes to

prevent myelin antigen-induced deletion of immature thymo-

cytes. In this regard, it remains to be determined what receptor(s)

on thymocytes are involved.

Taken together, our data suggest that CD24 inhibits deletion

of autoreactive T cells. The significance of this function of CD24
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deserves consideration. As most tumor antigens are self antigens

[39], this mechanism may allow preservation of some auto-

reactive T cells to participate in tumor immune surveillance. It is

of note that targeted mutation of CD24 significantly reduced mice

susceptibility to EAE. Although priming of MOG-reactive T cells

have been demonstrated, our data suggest that high-affinity

autoreactive T cells likely have been deleted in the CD24-deficient

mice. Thus, in addition to its role in T-cell activation in the CNS

[40], CD24 may regulate autoimmune diseases by regulating the

repertoire of autoreactive T cells. Given the impacts of CD24

polymorphism on the susceptibility to multiple sclerosis [41–43],

systemic lupus erythematosus [42], and rheumatoid arthritis

[44], the mechanism of CD24-mediated regulation of negative

selection may contribute to our understanding of the pathogen-

esis of human autoimmune diseases.

Materials and methods

Mice

C57BL6 mice and Aire�/� mice in the C57BL6 background were

purchased from the Jackson Laboratory. 2D2 TCR transgenic

mice [45] were described before [27]. CD24�/� mice in

the C57BL6 background have been described [40, 46].

Transgenic mice with CD24 expression exclusively on

T cells have been described [26, 47]. C57BL6-deficient mice for

myelin antigen MOG (MOG�/�C57BL6) have been described

[28]. All mice were bred and maintained in the animal facilities

of The Ohio State University that are fully accredited by

the American Association for Accreditation of Laboratory

Animal Care.

Production of 2D21CD24�/�MOG�/� mice

Male 2D21CD24�/� mice were crossed with female MOG�/�

C57BL6 mice. The F1 2D21CD241/�MOG1/� mice were

crossed with CD241/�MOG1/� mice and the resulting

offspring were screened for 2D21CD24�/�MOG�/� genotypes.

Briefly, we stained peripheral blood cells for Va3.2 and

used flow cytometry to identify 2D2 TCR transgene positive

mice. We isolated DNA from tail biopsy samples of offspring

mice and used PCR to identify their genotypes. We have

designed the following PCR primers to amplify WT alleles of

MOG gene and CD24 gene: mMOG.F: 50-GTG GTA ATG CTT ACA

TGG AGG TTG-30 and mMOG.R: 50-CTA GGG CTA CAG ATA

GAG CTT AGT-30. CD24.F: 50-TTG CTG CTT CTG GCA CTG CTC

CTA-30 and CD24.R: 50-CTA AGA GAG GAA GCG TCT GTG

GAC-30. CD24-deficiency was also verified by staining of

peripheral blood cells for CD24 and B220 markers followed by

flow cytometry analysis. CD24�/� mice have no CD24 expression

on B2201 cells.

Generation of 2D21CD24�/�Aire�/� mice

Aire�/� C57BL6 mice were bred with 2D21CD24�/� mice for two

generations to generate 2D21CD24�/�Aire�/� mice. The expres-
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sion of 2D2 TCR and CD24 was determined as described

before [27]. For genotyping of Aire-deficiency, PCR was

used to amplify genomic DNA from mice to detect a 750 bp

band (mutated) using the following primers: Aire.F: 50-GTC ATG

TTG ACG GAT CCA GGG TAG AAA GT-30 and Aire.R: 50-AGA CTA

GGT GTT CCC TCC CAA CCT CAG-30. Once the 2D21CD24�/�

Aire�/� mice were generated, thymocytes and splenocytes were

stained with anti-CD4, anti-CD8, anti-Va3.2 and anti-Vb11
antibodies and were analyzed by flow cytometry. Spleen cells

were tested for proliferative response to MOG35-55 as we

described before [27].

Generation and characterization of DCCD24 mice

To investigate the role of CD24 on DCs in T-cell development, we

have generated CD24 transgenic mice in which CD24 expression

is under the control of CD11c promotor (designated as DCCD24

mice). A CD11c transgenic construct [48, 49] was kindly

provided by Dr. Jin Wang (Baylor College of Medicine). The

transgenic vector contains a 5.5-kb mouse CD11c promotor, a

chicken b-globulin intron sequence and polyadenylation signal.

CD24 cDNA (coding region) was inserted into the EcoR I site

flanked by chicken b-globulin intron sequences. A transgenic DNA

fragment was released from the construct by digestion with Not 1

and Xho I restriction enzymes and was used for microinjection of

fertilized eggs. C57BL6 oocytes were injected using conventional

microinjection technology by the transgenic core-facilities of the

Ohio State University. PCR was used to identify transgene

positive mice. Tail DNA samples were amplified for the transgene

using the following primers: mCD24.F: 50-CAG GAT CCG AAC

ATC TAG AGA GTC GCG CCG-30 and PCD11c.R: 50-TCC CAT ATG

TCC TTC CGA GTG AGA-30.

Abs and flow cytometry

The following Abs were used in the experiments according to

manufacturer’s recommendations: unlabeled, FITC-, PE-, PerCp-,

allophycocyanin- or biotin-labeled anti-CD4 (GK1.4), -CD5

(53-7.3), -CD8a (53-6.7), -CD11c (HL3), -CD24 (M1/69),

-CD25 (7D4), -CD44 (IM7), -CD69 (H1.2F3), -Va3.2 (RR3-16),

-Vb11 (RR3-15). These antibodies were purchased from BD

Biosciences (San Diego, CA, USA) or eBioscience (West San

Diego, CA, USA). For flow cytometry analysis, cells were

incubated with antibodies on ice for 30min followed by extensive

washing. Cells were collected on an FACScalibur cytometer

(Becton Dickinson, Mountain View, CA, USA) and analyzed using

the Flowjo software (Treestar).

Immunofluorescence microscopy

The antibodies used for immunofluorescence staining of

brain and thymus sections were the following: biotinylated

anti-CD24 (M1/69; BD Biosciences); Alexa-488-anti-CD24

(Biolegend); Alexa-488-anti-CD11c (Biolegend); biotinylated rat

anti-MOG (R&D systems) and Texas Red-avidin (Thermo
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Scientific). Brain and thymus were harvested and frozen in

Tissue-Tek OCT media (Sakura Finetek), and 10-mm-thick slices

were prepared. Tissue sections were fixed in ice-cold acetone for

30 s and were then stained with the corresponding fluorescent

antibodies for another 2 h at 241C. After washing with phosphate-

buffered saline (PBS), slides were mounted with DAPI-containing

vectashield mounting medium (Vector Laboratories) and were

examined and photographed on an inverted three-color fluores-

cence microscope system (Nikon Ti-U).

Proliferation assay

Splenocytes (1� 106/mL) from various strains of 2D2 TCR

transgenic mice with or without CD24-deficiency were stimulated

with titrated MOG 35-55 peptide in 96-well U-bottomed plates.
3H-Thymidine was added into the culture at 48 h and harvested

12 h later. 3H-incorporation was measured with a scintillation

counter. MOG 35–55 (MEVGWYRSPFSRVVHLYRNGK) was

purchased from Genemed Synthesis (South San Francisco, CA,

USA).

Real-time PCR

The thymi from 6–8-week-old mice were separated and thymo-

cytes were removed by cutting each thymic lobe into multiple

pieces and applying pressure with the head of a syringe. After

washing the remnants three times with serum-free RPMI

(Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA), total RNA was prepared from

the remnants using the Trizol method followed by cDNA

synthesis. Real-time PCR was performed to detect the expression

of MOG or NF-M genes in thymic stromas as described previously

[27]. The following primers were used: MOG.F: 50-CCG GTA ACC

ATA AAG ATG GC-30; MOG.R: 50-GGG ATA CCC TGG TCC TAT

CA-30. NF-M.F: 50-TCG TCA TTT GCG AGA ATA CC-30; NF-M.R:

50-TGT CGG TGT GTG TAC AGA GG-30. HPRT.F: 50-AGC CTA

AGA TGA GCG CAA GT-30; HPRT.R: 50-TTA CTA GGC AGA TGG

CCA CA-30.

Adoptive transfer of 2D2 T cells and induction of EAE

2D2 T cells were purified from spleens and lymph nodes of 2D21

CD24�/�, 2D21CD24�/�MOG�/� and 2D21CD24�/�Aire�/�

mice by negative selection as we described [27]. For induction

of EAE in RAG-1�/� mice, mice of 8–12 wks of age first received

purified 2D2 T cells (1� 106/mouse) i.v. Twenty four hours later,

2D2 T-cell recipients were immunized s.c. with 200mg MOG

35–55 in CFA (containing 400 mg of Mycobacterium tuberculosis)

in a total volume of 100 mL. Mice received 100ng of pertussis

toxin (List Biological, Campbell, California, USA) in 200 mL PBS

in the tail vein immediately after the immunization and again

48 h later. The mice were observed every day and were scored on

a scale of 0–5 with gradations of 0.5 for intermediate scores:

0, no clinical signs; 1, loss of tail tone; 2, wobbly gait; 3, hind

limb paralysis; 4, moribund; and 5, death.
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